CHAMBLEE FENCE COMPANY

(770) 396-4200
chambleefence.com

Georgia’s Most Trusted Name in Fence Installation Since 1959
WOOD PRIVACY

WOOD PRIVACY GATE

DOG EARED PRIVACY FENCE FLAT TOP WITH 4X4 POST

DOG EARED PRIVACY FENCE WITH DECORATIVE POSTS

DOG EARED PRIVACY FENCE WITH 4X4 DADO DECORATIVE POSTS

SHADOW BOX PRIVACY FENCE

SCALLOPED FRENCH GOTHIC PRIVACY FENCE WITH 4X4 POSTS

SCALLOPED PRIVACY FENCE

SCALLOPED CEDAR PRIVACY WITH 6X6 DECORATIVE POSTS
POSITIVE SCALLOPED SHADOW BOX PRIVACY FENCE

NEGATIVE SCALLOPED SHADOW BOX PRIVACY FENCE

BOARD ON BOARD CAPPED PRIVACY FENCE

BOARD ON BOARD CAPPED PRIVACY FENCE WITH DADO POSTS

LATTICE PRIVACY FENCE WITH DADO POSTS 4X4

BOARD ON BOARD CAPPED PRIVACY FENCE WITH DECORATIVE POSTS

LATTICE PRIVACY FENCE WITH DADO POSTS 6X6

LATTICE PRIVACY FENCE WITH SPINDAL TOP
STANDARD DOG EARED PICKET FENCE

POSITIVE SCALLOP SAWN TOP PICKET FENCE

STANDARD DOG EARED PICKET FENCE WITH DADO POSTS

STANDARD DOG EARED PICKET FENCE WITH DECORATIVE POSTS

FRENCH GOTHIC PICKET FENCE

NEGATIVE SCALLOPED SAWN TOP PICKET FENCE WITH DECORATIVE POSTS

NEGATIVE SCALLOP SAWN TOP PICKET FENCE WITH DECORATIVE POSTS

POSITIVE SCALLOP FENCE WITH FRENCH GOTHIC POSTS
DECORATIVE METAL

ALUMINUM SPEAR TOP FENCE

SPEAR TOP STEEL

ARCHED SPEAR TOP ALUMINUM GATE

FLAT TOP ALUMINUM FENCE

SPEAR TOP STEEL

FLAT TOP STEEL

ARCHED FLAT TOP ALUMINUM GATE
CHAIN LINK

Chain Link Black

Chain Link Galvanized

PVC

White Vinyl Picket

White Vinyl Gate

GATE SYSTEMS

Custom Steel Estate Gates

Custom Steel Estate Gates
This assures your project is competitively or lower priced for workmanship, quality, contractor reliability, material and service warranty. If a qualified contractor (meeting conditions below) offers to perform work specified for a lower price within thirty days, Chamblee Fence Company will match their price plus add 5% of the difference in the form of a discount.

1. Contractor must be licensed and have an established office. Working out of a vehicle does not qualify.
2. Contractor must use full-time, experienced employees who arrive in company vehicles. No “pick up” or “day laborers”.
3. Contractor must provide proof of: $5,000,000 General Liability Minimum and $100,000 Worker’s Compensation Minimum.
4. Contractor must submit exact specifications as to scope of work, materials to be used, what is warranted and for how long.

CHAMBLEE FENCE COMPANY
4760 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Berkeley Lake, GA 30071
(770) 396-4200